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AbstractÐThis paper proposes an analytic model to compute the loss probability for Wireless Local Loop (WLL) with a finite number

of subscribers. The number of trunks between the WLL concentrator and the base station controller is less than the total number of

radio links in the WLL. This model is validated against the simulation results. The execution of our model is efficient compared with

simulation. However, its time complexity is higher than several existing analytic models that approximate the loss probability for WLL.

Therefore, we design an efficient WLL network planning procedure (in terms of time complexity and accuracy) that utilizes the

approximate analytic models to provide small ranges for selecting the values of system parameters. Our model is then used to

accurately search the operation points of WLL within the small ranges of the system parameter values. This paper proves that the

performance of WLL with limited trunk capacity and finite subscriber population is not affected by the call holding time distributions.

Based on our model, we illustrate WLL design guidelines with several numerical examples.

Index TermsÐLoss probability, Engset product form, supplemented generalized semi-Markov process, wireless local loop.

æ

1 INTRODUCTION

W ireless local loop (WLL) provides two-way commu-
nication services to stationary or near-stationary

users within a small service area. This technology is
intended to replace the wireline local loop. In telephony,
local loop is defined as the transmission circuits between a
Local Exchange (LE) and Customer Premise Equipment (CPE).
The trunks start from the LE in the local loop and are
broken into several smaller bundles of circuits after some
distance from the LE. These circuits are eventually
separated into ªdropsº for individual subscribers. The cost
of the local loop tends to be dominated by these drops on
the end-user side, which is typically referred to as the
expensive ªlast mile.º This is particularly true for rural
areas. The LE is typically the first point-of-traffic concentra-
tion in the public switched telephone network (PSTN),
especially for older installations where, on the line side of
the LE, all facilities from the line-interface card to the CPE
are dedicated to a single telephone number. New installa-
tions connect residential neighborhoods or business cam-
puses to the LE and use statistical multiplexers to
concentrate traffic. However, the last few hundred yards
of wiring from a residence to the statistical multiplexer in
the local loop is always dedicated. Compared with the
wireline local loop, WLL offers advantages such as ease of
installation and deployment (installation of expensive
copper cables can be avoided) and concentration of
resources [15], [16].

Fig. 1 illustrates a typical WLL architecture [21], [5], [6],
[19], [4]. This WLL architecture consists of Subscriber
Terminals (STs), Base Stations (BSs), the Base Station Controller
(BSC), the Concentrator, and the Operations, Administration,
and Maintenance Center (OA&M Center). These components
are described as follows:

Subscriber Terminal: An ST is colocated with the CPE (e.g.,
telephone set), which is responsible for converting and
delivering speech and control signals between the CPE
(through the subscriber telephone line) and the corre-
sponding BS (through the air interface).

Base Station: There are M BSs in the system. For 1 � i �M,
there are Ni STs in the radio coverage area of the ith BS.
This BS is equipped with ci radio channels and is
connected to the BSC with ci backhaul transmission lines.

Base Station Controller: The BSC controls the concentrator
and BSs and STs to perform call setup and release
between the PSTN and CPEs. The BSC connects to the
concentrator with C trunks.

Concentrator: The concentrator performs concentrating and
mapping functions between the subscriber lines to the LE
and the trunk circuits to the BSC. The number of
subscriber lines between the concentrator and the LE is
equal to the number of CPE/STs in the WLL network
(i.e.,

PM
i�1 Ni).

Operations, Administration, and Maintenance Center:
The OA&M Center is responsible for operating, con-
trolling, and monitoring the whole WLL network. An
example of WLL OA&M design and implementation
can be found in [9].

Based on this architecture, we have developed a
commercial WLL product under the contract with Eumit-
com Technology Inc. The implementation details can be
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found in [22]. To simplify our discussion, we will ignore the
concentrator and always say that the C trunks connect BSC
and PSTN. The reader should bear in mind that the term
ªPSTNº means ªconcentrator plus PSTN.º

The performance of a WLL network is affected by the
capacities of BSC (i.e., the number C of trunks) and BSs (i.e.,
the number ci of radio channels). Since the simultaneous on-
going calls in a WLL system are expected to be much
smaller than the number of subscribers in the system, it is
typical in network planning that

Ni > ci and C �
XM
i�1

ci:

To determine the C and ci values, several models have
been proposed to study WLL, including the Erlang-B
formula [13], [7], [4], Engset-Syski (ES) model [20], and
Erlang Product Form (EPF) model [10], [2], [11], [3], [23],
[12]. These models either assume C �PM

i�1 ci (Erlang-B
and Engset) or Ni � 1 (Erlang-B and EPF). Therefore,
they can only be used as approximate modeling of a
general WLL system in a primary study. These models
will be described in Section 2.

In Section 3, we propose an exact analytic model for
general WLL systems where Ni (1 � i �M) are finite and
C �PM

i�1 ci. With this model, we prove that the perfor-
mance of WLL is not affected by the call holding time
distributions. This result is quite different from that for
mobile networks [8]. Specifically, in a mobile network
where handoff may occur, the call holding time distribution
has significant impact on the output measures. In other
words, the nice property we will prove for WLL cannot be
found in the mobile network, which implies that we can
design a WLL capacity planning procedure with much less
complexity than that for a mobile network. In Section 4, we
validate our analytic model with the simulation experi-
ments and investigate the time and space complexities of
the model. Section 5 provides several design guidelines for

WLL resource planning. To speed up the modeling process,

we also propose a procedure that utilizes the approximate

analytic models to quickly identify small ranges of values

for the WLL system parameters. Then, the engineered

operation points of the WLL can be determined by

investigating the system parameter values in these small

ranges using our exact analytic model.

2 APPROXIMATE ANALYTIC MODELS

We assume that the call arrivals to an ST (for both incoming

and outgoing calls) are a Poisson stream with rate �. The

call holding time has a general distribution with mean 1
� .

Therefore, the traffic intensity per ST is � � �
� , which is

measured in Erlang per ST. A call to an ST is lost if all radio

channels in the corresponding BS are occupied or all trunks

in the BSC are busy. The probability that the above event

occurs is called the (call) loss probability [18], [13], which is

denoted by Pl. Another output measure of WLL is the

(system) blocking probability Pb, which is defined as the

probability that system resources are not available in a

given observation period. For a system with infinite

subscriber population, Pl and Pb are the same. On the other

hand, these two probabilities are different for a system with

finite subscriber population [20]. The relationship between

Pl and Pb will be given later (see (12)).
Based on the above assumptions, this section describes

three approximate analytic models for WLL systems. These

models are Erlang, Engset-Syski, and Erlang Product Form.

The notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

2.1 The Erlang and Engset-Syski Models

Erlang-B formula [13], [7], [4] is often used to model

blocking for telecommunication systems with infinite traffic

sources. For a general WLL system with parameters C, M,

Ni, and ci, where 1 � i �M, the Erlang model provides

approximate performance measure (i.e., the blocking prob-

ability) as follows: In this model, the net call traffic to the ith

BS is approximated to be
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Fig. 1. A typical WLL architecture.
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��i � Ni�:

By assuming that there is no blocking in BSC, the Erlang-B
formula computes the blocking probability of the ith BS as:

Pb;Erlang���i ; ci� �
��i

ci=ci!Pci
j�0���i j=j!�

:

Similarly, by approximating the net call traffic �BSC to BSC
as

�BSC �
XM
i�1

Ni

 !
�

and, assuming that no blocking occurs in the BSs, the
Erlang-B formula gives the blocking probability of BSC as

Pb;Erlang��BSC; C� � �CBSC=C!PC
j�0��jBSC=j!�

:

The major difference between the Engset-Syski (ES)
model [20] and the Erlang model is that ES assumes finite
traffic sources (i.e., limited number of STs in the WLL
system). For a WLL system with finite numbers of trunks
and subscribers, ES provides approximate performance
measure as follows: By assuming no call loss in BSC, the ES
model, which we refer to as ES-c, computes the loss
probability of the ith BS as

Pl;ESÿc�i� �
�ci Niÿ1

ci

� �
Pci

j�0 �
j Niÿ1

j

� � :
Similarly, by assuming no call loss in BSs, the ES model,
which we refer to as ES-C, computes the loss probability of
BSC as

Pl;ESÿC �
�C N�ÿ1

C

ÿ �PC
j�0 �

j N�ÿ1
j

� � where N� �
XM
i�1

Ni:

To consider call loss effect at both BSs and BSC, an
approximation was proposed [11], [12]. If we assume that
the call losses at BSs and BSC are independent (in fact, they
are not), then the probability that a call is not lost (neither in
BSC nor in BS) is equal to the product of individual nonloss
probabilities of BS and BSC. This approximation is referred
to as the Hybrid Engset-Syski (H-ES) model. For a call arrival
to an ST in the ith BS, the loss probability Pl;HÿES�i�
estimated by H-ES is

Pl;HÿES�i� � 1ÿ �1ÿ Pl;ESÿc�i���1ÿ Pl;ESÿC�: �1�
2.2 Erlang Product Form

The Erlang Product Form (EPF) model [10], [2], [11], [3],
[23], [12] has been used to investigate telecommunication
networks with arbitrary network topologies and infinite
number of subscribers. For a WLL network with M BSs,
there are M possible routes to connect calls between the
PSTN and the CPEs (i.e., PSTN$ BSC$ BSi, for
1 � i �M). Consider a stochastic process N��t� with state
vector n of size M, where n � �n1; . . . ; ni; . . . ; nM � and ni
represents the number of outstanding calls on the ith BS. It
is clear that the total number of radio channels and trunks

occupied by the outstanding calls should be no more than

the capacities of the nodes (the BS and the BSC) in the route.

Thus, a legal state n must satisfy the following constraints:

0 � n1 � n2 � . . .� nM � C: �2�

0 � ni � ci; for 1 � i �M: �3�
Constraint (2) indicates that the number of outstanding calls

in the WLL should be no more than the number C of trunk

circuits in BSC. Constraint (3) states that the number of

outstanding calls on the ith BS should be no more than the

number ci of radio channels. The equivalent traffic intensity

for the ith route (i.e., via the ith BS) is Ni�. Let ÿ be the state

space of the legal states that satisfy (2) and (3). In EPF, the

stationary probability of the state n 2 ÿ can be computed as

p�n� � G
Y

1�i�M

�Ni��ni
ni!

� �
; �4�

where

G �
X
n2ÿ

Y
1�i�M

�Ni��ni
ni!

" #( )ÿ1

:

A route that connects calls between the ith BS and the BSC is

blocked when all radio channels in the BS are busy or when

all trunks in BSC are busy. In other words, this route is

blocked if the stochastic process is at state n 2 ÿ�i�, where

ÿ�i� � �n1 . . .nM � 2 ÿ ni � ci or
X

1�j�M
nj � C

�����
( )

:

Thus, in EPF, the blocking probability Pb;EPF for the ith BS is

given by

Pb;EPF �i� �
X

n2ÿ�i�
p�n�:

Since the system considered in EPF has infinite subscriber

population, the call loss probability is the same as the

system blocking probability [20]. That is,

Pl;EPF �i� � Pb;EPF �i�:

3 EXACT ANALYTIC MODEL

This section proposes an exact analytic model to compute

the loss probability for the WLL systems. We first derive

the model with the exponential call holding time

distribution. The derivation is based on the concept of

process reversibility [10] and the relationship between the

loss probability and the blocking probability [18], [20].

Then, we prove that the exponential assumption can be

relaxed for the analytic model with an arbitrary call

holding time distribution. The derivation is based on the

concept of supplemented generalized semi-Markov pro-

cess (SGSMP) and restricted flow equation [1], [2]. We

also refer the reader to [13], [18] for background knowl-

edge of stochastic process and queueing theory required

to understand the derivations.
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3.1 The Model with Exponential Call Holding Time

For the purpose of discussion, we use the term ªthe ith
nodeº to represent the ith BS for 1 � i �M, and the M � 1st
node represents the BSC. We propose a model similar to
those in [2], [11] as follows: Define the capacity vector B of
the WLL network as a vector of size M � 1:

B � �B1; B2; . . . ; Bi; . . . ; BM�1�;
where for 1 � i �M, Bi � ci is the capacity of the ith BS,
and BM�1 � C is the capacity of the BSC. Since a call for the
ith BS consumes one channel at the ith BS and one trunk at
the BSC, the occupancy matrix A of the WLL network is
defined as

A �

1 0 . . . 0 0
0 1 . . . 0 0
..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

0 0 . . . 1 0
0 0 . . . 0 1
1 1 . . . 1 1

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA
�M�1��M

;

where Aij is the number of ith node's resources utilized by a
call connected to the jth BS. For the demonstration purpose,
we assume that, for each call, one call party is in the WLL
system and another call party is from the PSTN. To
accommodate intra-WLL calls where both parties are in
the WLL system, we only need to modify the occupancy
matrix. Results for intra-WLL call performance with infinite
traffic sources can be found in [14]. The model can also be
easily extended to accommodate multimedia calls that
consume multiple radio channels and trunks.

Consider a stochastic process N�t� with vector states of
size M:

n � �n1; . . . ; ni; . . . ; nM �;
where ni represents the number of outstanding calls at the
ith BS. For a legal state n, the following constraint holds:

0 � An � B; �5�
where 0 � �0; 0; . . . ; 0� is the zero vector of size M � 1. When
the stochastic process is at state n � �0; . . . ; 0�, it means that
no call is in progress in the WLL network. Thus, from (5),
the set ÿ of the legal states is

ÿ � fnj0 � An � Bg:
Assume that the call arrivals to an ST at the ith BS are a
Poisson stream with rate � and the call holding time has an
exponential distribution with mean 1

� . It is clear that N�t� is
a Markov process.

Fig. 2 shows the transition for state n � �n1; . . . ; ni; . . . ; nM �
in the Markov flow diagram. In this figure, ei is the identity

vector with 1 in the ith position. That is,

n� ei � �n1; . . . ; ni � 1; . . . ; nM �:
For a BS i, when there are ni calls in progress, only Ni ÿ ni
STs can generate new calls. Therefore, when the stochastic

process is at state n, the call arrival rate to the ith BS is

�Ni ÿ ni�� and the call completion rate is ni�, where

0 � ni � min�ci; Ni�. It is apparent that both call arrival

and call completion rates for N�t� are state dependent.
We show that N�t� is reversible as follows: (The

definition and basic concepts of reversible process can be

found in p. 5 in [10].) Consider the stochastic process N��t�
for EPF (see Section 2). Theorem 1 in [2] showed that N��t�
is reversible. Note that N��t� is the same as N�t� except that

the call arrival rate for N��t� is state independent. By

Lemma 1.9 in [10], the change of the transition rate of a

reversible Markov process does not destroy the reversi-

bility. Thus, N�t� is also reversible. From Lemma 1.1 and

Theorem 1.2 in [10], the process N�t� has stationary

distribution ��n� and the detailed balance equations exist.

From Fig. 2, the detailed balance equations are derived as

�Ni ÿ ni����n� � �ni � 1����n� ei� for n;n� ei 2 ÿ: �6�
After rearrangement, (6) can be written as an Engset

product form

��n� �
Y

1�i�M

��Ni ÿ ni � 1�����Ni ÿ ni � 2��� . . . �Ni��
��2�� . . . �ni��

( )
� ��0�

�
Y

1�i�M
�ni

Ni

ni

� �" #
��0�:

�7�
From the probability normalization condition, we haveX

n2ÿ

��n� � 1: �8�

Substitute (7) into (8),

��0� �
X
n2ÿ

Y
1�i�M

�ni
Ni

ni

� �" #( )ÿ1

: �9�

From (7) and (9), we have
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Fig. 2. Markov flow diagram for state n �1 � i �M�.



��n� �
Y

1�i�M
�ni

Ni

ni

� �" #

�
X
n2ÿ

Y
1�i�M

�ni
Ni

ni

� �" #( )ÿ1

:

�10�

A route that connects calls between the ith BS and the
BSC is blocked when all radio channels in the BS are busy or
when all trunks in the BSC are busy. In other words, this
route is blocked if the stochastic process is at a state
n 2 ÿ�i�, where

ÿ�i� � �n1; . . . ; nM � 2 ÿ ni � ci or
X

1�j�M
nj � C

�����
( )

:

Thus, the blocking probability Pb;Exact�i� for the ith BS is
given by

Pb;Exact�i� �
X

n2ÿ�i�
��n�: �11�

A call to the ith BS is lost if the call route between the ith
BS and the BSC is blocked when the call arrives. The loss
probability can be derived from the blocking probability
using the following relationship (see equation (10-38) in [18]
or Section 5.2.3 in [20]):

Pl;Exact�i� � �b�i�
�a�i�
� �

� Pb;Exact�i�; �12�

where

�b�i� �
X

n2ÿ�i�
�Ni ÿ ni�� ��n�P

n2ÿ�i� ��n�

" #( )

is the call arrival rate for BS i when the route between the
ith BS and the BSC is blocked, and

�a�i� �
X
n2ÿ

�Ni ÿ ni����n�� �

is the average call arrival rate to the ith BS.

3.2 The Model with General Call Holding Time

Now, we prove that (10) holds for general call holding
time distributions. As previously mentioned, if the call
holding times are exponentially distributed, the stochastic
process N�t� is a reversible Markov process that has the
stationary distribution (10) satisfing the detailed balance
equations (6). The Markov flow diagram for stationary
N�t� is shown in Fig. 2.

Let the call holding times have a general distribution
H�u� with mean 1

� . If H�u� is not exponential, then the

stochastic process N�t� is a generalized semi-Markov
process (GSMP; see Section 2 in [1]). To prove the
insensitivity property for N�t� (i.e., to prove that the
stationary distribution of system states is insensitive to the
call holding time distributions), the following supplemen-
ted generalized semi-Markov process (SGSMP) is intro-
duced. For 1 � i �M and 1 � k � ci, let �n;u� � �ni; ui;k� be
an element of the state space of the SGSMP, where ni
represents the number of outstanding calls on the ith BS and
ui;k represents the already processed time of the call
utilizing the kth channel on the ith BS. Then, we can
compute the stationary probability density ���n;u� of the
SGSMP according to the algorithm in Section 3 in [1]:
Starting with the Markov flow diagram in Fig. 2, we use ªnº
as the label for the edge connecting n to n� ei and ªnÿ eiº
for the edge connecting n to nÿ ei, where ei is the identity
vector with 1 in the ith position as defined in (6). The
labeled flow diagram [1], [2] is shown in Fig. 3. This
diagram implies that for n;n� ei 2 ÿ and 1 � i �M, the
restricted flow equations are

�Ni ÿ ni����n� � �ni � 1����n� ei�; �13�
which are the same as the detailed balance equations (6).
Therefore, both (6) and (13) have the same solutions (10).
According to Theorem in [1], the stationary probability
density of the SGSMP is

���n;u� � ��n�H�u�;
where H�u� �Q1�i�M;1�k�ci ��1ÿH�ui;k�

� �
. The stationary

distribution of the GSMP is the marginal distribution ���n�
of the SGSMP, where

���n� �
Z
���n;u�du

�
Z
��n�H�u�du

�
Z 1

0

� � �
Z 1

0

��n�

�
Y

1�i�M;1�k�ci
� 1ÿH�ui;k�
ÿ �� �

du1;1 . . . duM;cM

� ��n�
Y

1�i�M;1�k�ci
�

Z 1
0

1ÿH�ui;k�
ÿ �

dui;k

� �
� ��n�

Y
1�i�M;1�k�ci

�
1

�

� �� �
� ��n�:

Equation (14) shows that the stationary distribution ��n�
for the Markov process is the same as the stationary
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distribution ���n� of the GSMP. That is, the GSMP is
insensitive to the call holding time distribution H�u�.

4 ACCURACY AND COMPLEXITIES

OF THE ANALYTIC MODELS

This section investigates how accurate the analytic models
can compute the loss probability Pl for a WLL system. Then,
we compare the time and space complexities of these
models. At the end of this section, we show, by combining
these analytic models, how to provide quick and accurate
modeling procedure to identify the engineered operation
points (i.e., to select the values for the WLL system
parameters) of a WLL system under specific workload.

4.1 Accuracy Analysis

The accuracy study of the analytic models validates the
exact analytic model by the simulation experiments and
investigates the errors of the approximate analytic
models. For simplicity, assume that all BSs have the
same numbers c of radio channels. They also have the
same numbers N of STs. Our results can be easily
generalized for BSs with various numbers of radio
channels and STs. In the illustration examples, the values
for the input parameters are M � 6, 1=� � 3 min., and
� � 70m Erlang per ST. In simulation experiments, we
consider various call holding time distributions (including
exponential, uniform, and gamma distributions with
different scale and shape parameters). The simulation
results indicate that the loss probability is not affected by
the call holding time distribution. This result is consistent
with our insensitivity proof in Section 3.2. For the
discussion purpose, we abbreviate the performance
models as listed in Table 2. Two output measures are
considered for an analytic model X:

. Pl;X: the loss probability computed based on model X.

. �X � j Pl;XÿPl;simPl;sim
j: the error of model X compared with

the simulation result.

In every simulation experiment, 108 ÿ 109 call arrival events
are executed to ensure that simulation result is stable.

Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7 indicate that the exact model is
consistent with the simulation results. These figures show
that the exact model produces the same results as the
simulation experiments (�Exact < 1% in most cases). On the
other hand, the approximate models generate large errors.

In Fig. 4, C � 72 and c � 12. That is, the number of
trunks is the same as the total number of the radio

channels in the system (i.e., C � cM � 72) and no call loss
will occur in BSC. In this case, ES-c becomes exact and
EPF is the same as the Erlang model with c servers (i.e.,
Erlang-c). Fig. 4b indicates that the models with infinite
traffic sources (i.e., Erlang-c or EPF) have large errors
compared with the simulation results. Specifically, the
error between Erlang-c (or EPF) and the simulation
ranges from 40 percent to 350 percent. As N increases,
this error decreases because the number of finite sources
approaches infinite. As shown in Fig. 4, when investigat-
ing WLL with finite number of STs (especially when N is
not very large), Erlang-c has large error in most cases.
Thus, this model is not appropriate for modeling WLL.

The error of ES-C is around 100 percent, which implies
that this model is very inaccurate for this particular
example. The error is due to the fact that the example in
Fig. 4 is only affected by c, but ES-C can only capture the
effect of C. This result is independent of the N value.

In Fig. 5, C � 42 and c � 12; i.e., the number of trunks is
about 40 percent less than the number of radio channels.
The figure indicates that ES-C is accurate while the error of
ES-c approaches 100 percent. Since the trunks in the BSC are
bottleneck resources in this case, ES-c cannot capture the
WLL performance. This result is independent of the
N values except for the cases when N is small. When N is
small, neither radio channels nor trunks in the BSC are
bottleneck resources and both ES-C and ES-c partially
capture the WLL performance. Both Figs. 4 and 5 indicate
that the error of H-ES is only insignificantly affected by N .
As we will explain later, both H-ES and EPF overestimate
Pl. Although EPF assumes infinite traffic sources, it
captures the blocking effects in both BSC and BS levels.
Thus, when N is large, EPF provides better WLL perfor-
mance insight than H-ES does.

Fig. 6 shows the effect of c on the accuracy of the
approximate analytic models. In this figure, C � 42 and
N � 100. In Fig. 6a, Pl of the ES-C model is constant because
ES-C is independent of c. Fig. 6b shows that, when c is small
(e.g., c < 8), the results of ES-c are almost identical to the
exact model. In this case, call loss in BSC seldom occurs (i.e.,
radio channels are bottleneck resources) and ES-c captures
the call loss characteristics of BS in the WLL. On the other
hand, when c is large (e.g., c > 12), the results of ES-C are
almost identical to the exact model. In this case, call loss
seldom occurs in BSs (i.e., the trunks in the BSC are the
bottleneck resources) and ES-C captures the call loss
characteristics of BSC in the WLL. The error of H-ES is
determined by the errors of both ES-C and ES-c. It turns out
that the error of H-ES is large when c ranges from 6 to 12.

Fig. 7 shows the effect of C on the accuracy of the
approximate analytic models. In this figure, c � 12 and
N � 100. ES-C becomes accurate when C is small and ES-c
becomes accurate when C is large. This phenomenon is the
same as what we observed in Fig. 6.

To conclude, when c is the bottleneck resource in the
WLL system, ES-c is a better approximation. On the other
hand, when C is the bottleneck resource, ES-C is better.

Figs. 4a, 5a, 6a, and 7a indicate that ES-c and ES-C
provide lower bounds for Pl and EPF and H-ES give upper
bounds for Pl. The above statements can be formally
proven. The intuition is given below. ES-c (ES-C) only
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considers call loss in BS (BSC) and they ignore call loss in
BSC (BS). Thus, they provide lower bounds for Pl. On the
other hand, because the ES-c and ES-C approximations for
Pl are lower bounds, from (1), H-ES provides an upper
bound for Pl. For EPF, the assumption of infinite traffic
sources always results in a larger offered load to the system
compared with the finite traffic sources. Thus, Pl derived
from EPF is larger than the true Pl value. Based on the
above discussion, we have

maxfPl;ESÿc; Pl;ESÿCg � Pl;Exact � minfPl;EPF ; Pl;HÿESg:
�15�

4.2 Complexity Analysis

This section discusses the time and the space complexities
of the analytic models. From [17], the time complexities of
ES-c and ES-C are O�c� and O�C�, respectively. According
to (1), the time complexity of H-ES is O�max�C; c��. Based
on the recurrence equation in [17], the space complexities of
ES-C and ES-c are both O�1�. From (1), the space complexity
of H-ES is also O�1�.

The time complexity of the exact model is derived as
follows: Let K�M;C; c� be the number of operations
executed in the exact model for a WLL system with M
BSs, C trunks, and c radio channels per BS. This number is
determined by both the number of the legal states n 2 ÿ and

the number of operations calculating the Engset product

forms in (7). Since the number of legal states (see (5)) is less

than �c� 1�M , an obvious upper bound for the time

complexity of the exact model is M�c� 1�M , where C �Mc.
The number of legal states can be computed as follows:

First of all, the trunks in the BSC are either idle or connected

to BSs. Thus, C trunks are distributed into M � 1 groups.

For any group i in the first M groups, the trunks in this

group, if any, are occupied by the calls to the ith BS. The

trunks in the last group are idle. If there are 
�M;C� ways

to distribute the trunks, then


�M;C� � C �M
M

� �
:

However, each BS cannot consume more than c trunks (due

to the limitation of the radio channel capacity). Thus, we

must eliminate the combinations that any of the first M

groups contain more than c trunks. We refer to a group with

more than c trunks as an overflow group. For j � 0, let


j�M;C; c� be the number of combinations for distributing

the C trunks to the M � 1 groups where j groups of the first

M groups are the overflow groups. It is clear that


0�M;C; c� � 
�M;C� ÿ 
1�M;C; c�:
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Fig. 4. Accuracy analysis of the analytic models (C � 72, c � 12, M � 6, 1=� � 3 min ., and � � 70m Erlang per ST). (a) Loss probability and

(b) discrepancy of analytic models.



Consider the case where there are at least one overflow

group. There are M
1

ÿ �
alternatives to select an overflow

group from the first M groups. This group will have at least

c� 1 trunks. If the M � 1 groups (including the overflow

group) arbitrarily share the remaining C ÿ �c� 1� trunks,

then the number of combinations is M
1

ÿ �
Cÿ�c�1��M

M

� �
. The

above enumeration doubly counts the combinations for the

case where there are at least two overflow groups. Thus, we

have


1�M;C; c� � M

1

� �
C ÿ �c� 1� �M

M

� �
ÿ 
2�M;C; c�:

From an inductive proof, we can show that, for 0 � j < M

and j�c� 1� < C �M,


j�M;C; c� � M

j

� �
C ÿ j�c� 1� �M

M

� �
ÿ 
j�1�M;C; c�:

For other j values, 
j�M;C; c� � 0. Therefore,


0�M;C; c� �
Xb�C�M�=�c�1�c

j�0

�ÿ1�j M

j

� �
C ÿ j�c� 1� �M

M

� �
:

In every combination, the exact model computes the Engset

product form (see (7)) with M product operations. Thus,

K�M;C; c�
�M � 
0�M;C; c�

�M
Xb�C�M�=�c�1�c

j�0

�ÿ1�j M

j

� �
C ÿ j�c� 1� �M

M

� �" #
:

Fig. 8 plots K�M;C; c� and the upper bound M�c� 1�M in
the log scale. Clearly, the exact model has nonpolynomial
(NP) complexity. Although this complexity is very high, the
execution of the exact model is still much faster than that of
simulation. The execution time of the simulation is typically
about 100 times longer than that of the exact model (based
on measurement of our C++ programs).

The exact model requires M units of memory to

represent the state of the WLL system and c� 1 units of

memory to record the Engset Forms (i.e., �j N
j

� �
for

0 � j � c). Thus, its space complexity is O�max�M; c��.
Since EPF [12] and the exact model have the same

number of legal states and the same number of operations
for calculating product forms, EPF has the same time and
space complexities as that for the exact model. Table 3 lists
the time and space complexities of the analytic models. The
table indicates that the space complexities for these models
are reasonably small. On the other hand, the time complex-
ities for ES-C, ES-c, and H-ES are much lower than that for
the exact model. By combining the exact model (that
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produces exact results) and the approximate models (that

produce quick results), a WLL network planning strategy is

described as follows: The WLL network planner first

estimates the call traffic to be accommodated in the system

and then uses performance tools to select the optimal values

for system parameters such as C and c. The exact model can

serve as the performance tool for parameter selection. This

selection procedure repeatedly executes the exact model

with various C and c values. Then, based on the computed

Pl values, appropriate C and c are chosen. When the

number of BSs and the call traffic to the system are large,

the computation cost may be too high as indicated in

Table 3. Since ES-C and ES-c provide lower bounds for Pl

and H-ES provides an upper bound for Pl, an appropriate

procedure for WLL network planning is to use these

approximate models to quickly find the ªboundsº (i.e.,

small ranges of C and c) that we are interested in. Then, the

exact model is executed with these small numbers of c and

C values to accurately find out the engineered operation

points of the WLL system. EPF is not considered for bound

analysis because its execution time is about the same as that

for the exact model.

5 DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR WLL RESOURCE

PLANNING

Based on the exact model, we derive some WLL design

guidelines using the numerical examples illustrated in

Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7. We consider the effects of N (and, thus,

the call traffic), c and C on the WLL performance. Figs. 4

and 5 indicate apparent results that the loss probability Pl
increases as the number N of subscriber terminals (STs) per

BS increases. On the other hand, some nontrivial phenom-

ena are observed in these figures. In a WLL system with

fixed C and c values, there is an operating point such that

by adding extra STs per BS (i.e., increasing the value N), the

loss probability Pl significantly increases. In Fig. 4, this

point occurs around N � 100. That is, when N < 100, the

slope of the Pl curve is less than 0.797 (per 10 STs). On the

other hand, when N > 100, the slope of the Pl curve is more

than 1.194 (per 10 STs). Similarly, in Fig. 5, this point occurs

around N � 80. That is, when N < 80, the slope of the Pl
curve is less than 1.047 (per 10 STs). On the other hand,

when N > 80, the slope of the Pl curve is more than 2.661

(per 10 STs). When one selects the operation range for a

WLL, he/she may not want to include the operation points

beyond this ªthresholdº to avoid dramatic call loss

performance change in the operation range.
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Fig. 6. Accuracy analysis of the analytic models (C � 42, M � 6, N � 100, 1=� � 3 min , and � � 70m Erlang per ST). (a) Loss probablity and

(b) discrepancy of analytic models.



Fig. 6 shows how c affects the performance of WLL,

where C � 42, M � 6, N � 100, 1=� � 3 min., and � � 70m

Erlang per ST. The figure indicates that when c is small

(c < 8 in our example), adding more radio channels in a BS

significantly reduces Pl. When c > 12, adding extra radio

channels does not improve the WLL performance at all. The

reason is that, when c is small, the radio channels are

bottleneck resources in the system and adding more radio

channels reduces call loss in WLL. When c is large, most lost

calls are due to the lack of trunks at BSC, not the radio

channels in BSs. The contribution of our study is that it

specifically identifies the point (for example, c � 12 in Fig. 6)

beyond which the radio channels are no longer bottleneck

resources.
Fig. 7 shows how C affects the performance of WLL,

where c � 12, M � 6, N � 100, 1=� � 3 min., and � � 70m
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Fig. 7. Accuracy analysis of the analytic models (c � 12;M � 6; N � 100; 1=� � 3 min ., and � � 70m Erlang per ST). (a) Loss probability and

(b) discrepancy of analytic models.

Fig. 8. The number of product operations executed in the exact model �c � 12; N � 100�.



Erlang per ST. The figure indicates that, when C is small
(C < 48 in our example), adding more BSC trunks sig-
nificantly reduces Pl. When C > 54, adding extra BSC
trunks only insignificantly improve the WLL performance.
Similar to the phenomenon observed in Fig. 6, when C is
small, the BSC trunks are bottleneck resources in the system
and adding more trunks reduces call loss in WLL.
Specifically, our model points out when BSC trunks are
no longer bottleneck resources in a WLL system (i.e., when
C > 54 in this example).

6 CONCLUSION

This paper studied the performance of wireless local loop

(WLL) systems with a finite number of subscribers and a

finite number of trunks in the Base Station Controller (BSC).

We investigated several approximate analytic models and

proposed an exact analytic model to compute the loss

probability of WLL. In deriving the stationary distribution

of the system states for the exact model, we also proved that

the loss probability for the WLL is insensitive to the call

holding time distributions and is only dependent on the

mean of the call holding time. The exact model was

validated against the simulation experiments. We observed

that the time complexity of simulation is much higher than

the exact analytic model. On the other hand, the executions

of the approximate analytic models are much faster than

that of the exact analytic model. We designed an efficient

procedure (in terms of time complexity and accuracy) to

identify the operation points of a WLL system. In this

procedure, the approximate models are utilized to quickly

compute upper and lower bounds for the engineered

operation points of the WLL system parameters. Then, the

exact model is used to accurately compute the performance

results for the values of input parameters in the ranges

identified by the approximate models. The network planner

then selects the appropriate values for WLL system

parameters based on the outputs of the exact analytic

model.
According to the exact analytic model, we illustrated some

WLL design guidelines by numerical examples. We showed,
for an arbitrary call traffic, how to identify the bottleneck
resources of WLL and how to appropriately increase the
bottleneck resources to improve the WLL performance. Our
guidelines are general enough to accommodate all kinds of
call holding time distributions.
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